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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 
MDlCh 4, 2010 
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VS. CASE NO. 
1:09-cv-00736 (GBL/TCB) 
GOOGLE, INC., 
Defendant. 
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DEPOSITION OF 
BARIS GULTEKIN 
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 
MARCH ·4, 2010 
Reported by Katherine E. Lauster, CSR No. 1894 
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1 Q. Do you know whether or not Google has a policy 
2 relating to counterfeit goods advertised .on its 
3 websites? 
4 MR. STERN: Well, one second . 
5 BY MR. SHEK: 
6 
7 
8 
Q. You can answer the question. 
MR. STERN: Okay. You can answer. · 
THE WITNESS: I knol>' that there is a 
9 counterfeit category in Beaker .. 
10 BY MR. SHEK: 
11 Q. What is the counterfeit -- can you describe 
12 for me this counterfeit category in Beaker? 
13 A . It's the category that holds counterfeit 
14 filters. 
15 
16 
Q. How does that work? 
MR. STERN: Objection. Foundation, vague. 
17 Are you asking him about the category or about the 
18 . fil ters? 
19 BY MR. SHEK: 
~" ~ r-..!...l Beaker perform any checks _c ads rela ting LV ",. u~u u'-
21 to these counterfeit filters? 
22 A. Yes . 
23 Q. Can you describe that for me? 
24 P~. P.~gain , it +':J"~C:O the fil tar- +-1-...,.6- i~ created, ........ .......... '-~ ......... 
25 and flags the ad with that filter. 
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Q . And if an ad was - - if an ad was flagged by 
Beaker because the ad triggered one of these counterfeit 
filters it would be sent to manual rev i ew? 
4 A. Correct. 
S Q. Can you describe for me what these counterfei t 
6 filters were? 
1 
8 
3 
REDACTFD 
Q. Was there 2 filter within Beaker fer --
relating t o counterfeit goods in connection with the 
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2 
A. 
Q. 
That's correct. 
With respect to . the Keyword Tool, was there 
3 ever a time within -- strike that . 
4 With respect to the Keyword Tool, was there 
5 ever a time after this point in May 2008 when the 
6 Keyword Tool did begin to suggest trademark terms as 
7 keywords? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
Is that true in the United States? 
(No audible response.) 
When you said "no," are you making -- do you 
12 mean worldwide? That's true worldwide? 
13 A. That is true worldwide. 
Q. The Keyword Tool, however, does -- or in 
15 May 2008, did the Keyword Tool provide trade word 
16 terms - - trademark terms as suggested keywords to 
17 Googlers? 
18 A. The Keyword Tool has a check bOK that ' s 
19 i~ternal only where the Googlers can enable to see the 
20 terms that are flagged by Beaker . 
21 Q. To your knowledge, were there any restrictions 
22 imposed on providing the results of the Keyword Tool 
23 keyword suggestions to advertisers? 
24 P .. The optimi zer Has so instructed to comply ~..:i th 
25 the optimi zer trademark policy. 
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1 this. 
2 BY MR. SHEK: 
3 Q. You -- you said that you spoJ(e with Mr. Somani 
4 in around Q3, 2009 about the need for the 
5 trademark-specific search-based keyword tool; is that 
6 correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What was the Reed for the . search -- the 
9 trademark-specific search-based keyword tool? 
10 A. The sales teams did nDt know what the 
11 different products are that their advertisers are 
12 selling, but -- but -- but didn't -- didn't have the 
13 keywords in their syst.em. 
14 So they're looking for keyword ideas, but 
15 specifically keyword ideas that -- that advertisers 
16 might consider after the policy change, since they're 
17 selling products. 
18 Q. So the -- the sales representatives were 
19 looking for keyword ideas that they thought their 
20 advertiser cli2~ts might consider after the 
21 trademark policy c hange; correct? 
22 A. Yes. So they wanted to get the top set, the 
23 suggestions of the -- ih the keyword -- search-based 
24 might -- might. 
25 consider, because they were already selling them, 
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2 Q. That subset of keyword ideas consisted of 
3 trademark termSi correct? 
4 
5 
A. 
Q. 
That is correct. 
Does Google have any other version of its 
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6 search-based keyword tool that is specific to a certain 
7 type of category of terms? 
8 
9 
MR. STERN: Objection. Vague. 
THE WITNESS: Could -- could you re peat the 
10 question or rephrase the question? 
11 BY MR . SHEK: 
12 Q. Okay. Google has had, since Q3 2009, a 
13 version of the search-based keyword tool that is 
14 specific to trademarks: correct? 
15 A_ Uh-huh, correct. 
16 Q. Does Google have any other version of the 
17 search-based keyword tool that is specific to some other 
category of terms? 10 
19 A., We are working on using that engine to -- to 
20 supply -- gUess, to build a new tool for -- .... UJ...., ,I.. 
21 everything, but we don't have a specific tool for a 
22 different policy, if that's what you're asking. 
23 Q. Google currently has the general search-based 
24 keyh10rd teo 1 thz.t wel~ .. ·e been talki~g about mest of 
25 today. 
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1 (Limited), The only -- so, I guess I -- we should talk 
' 2 about the time , 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
11 
1 2 
13 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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It's your under.standing that the -- that under 
2 the current trademark policy, the reseller has to be a 
3 resel ler of a genuine or authentic version of the 
4 trademarked product; correct? 
A. Right. 5 
6 MR. STERN: Objection -~ "ell, objection , 
7 foundation. 
8 BY MR . SHEK: 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
___ w. _____ . __ • 
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